the new

We didn’t reinvent the wheel; we just made a great thing better.The high-performance,
multifunctional new shirts and pants run the gamut from looking good at ceremonies to
gettingoutthere—hiking,camping,andgettinginvolved.Loadedwithpockets(somebig
enoughtoholdyourFieldbook),zippers(convertingpantstoshorts),gadgetloops,andmore,
you’llwantitall!However,eachpiecetransitionstomixandmatchwithyourcurrentuniform.
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so get it on and get out!
1

Supplex® Nylon Shirts
Youth Short Sleeve
Small – Large

6

$29.99

Youth Long Sleeve
Small – Large

62591-93

$34.99

62891-95
62896-97

$34.99
$37.99

Adult Long Sleeve
Small – 2X
3X – 4X

62691-95
62696-97

$39.99
$42.99

Ladies Short Sleeve
Small – Large
63391-93
38 – 56
63438-54

$34.99
$37.99

Ladies Long Sleeve
Small – Large
38 – 56

65191-93
65238-54

$39.99
$42.99

$24.99

Youth Long Sleeve
Small – Large

63191-93

$29.99

63091-95
63096-97

$29.99
$32.99

Adult Long Sleeve
Small – 2X
3X – 4X

63291-95
63296-7

$34.99
$37.99

Ladies Short Sleeve
Small – Large
63491-93
38 – 56
63538-54

$29.99
$32.99

Ladies Long Sleeve
Small – Large
38 – 56

65091-93
65138-54

$34.99
$37.99

Adult Relaxed Fit
SM – 3X

64991-96

$39.99

$34.99

Youth Husky
32 – 36

50132-36

$34.99

$39.99

Adult Relaxed Fit
29 – 46

50229-46

$39.99

Boy Scout Webbed Cotton Belt

Uniform Cap

S/M 32”
M/L 42”
XLG 60”

SM
M/L
XLG

64020
64021
64022

$11.99
$11.99
$12.99

Adult Short Sleeve
Small – 2X
3X – 4X

62791-93

Cotton Rich Poplin Shirts

3

Youth Short Sleeve
Small – Large
Adult Short Sleeve
Small – 2X
3X – 4X

7

62991-93

Supplex® Nylon Switchback™ Pants*
Youth
XS – XL

64790-94

$39.99

Adult Classic Fit
SM – 3X

64891-96

$39.99

Canvas Convertible Pants*

2

Youth
8 – 22

Comingfall

5

Adult Classic Fit
32 – 56

50108-22
50332-56

64032
64042
64060

$ 9.99
$10.99
$11.99

*All pants sizes are universal.

For sizing details and more information, visit
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We’ve come a long way from the
original short pants and stockings of the
British Scout uniform from 100 years ago.
As technology advances, high-performance,

1 The uniform cap is still the great cotton twill
classic, now it’s gone from green and red to
forest green and is embroidered with a tonal
universal emblem on the crown.

2 Bellows pockets with hook-and-loop

closures have replaced the button-flap patch
pockets. There are two pockets on the chest
and a smaller one on the left sleeve.

3 Shoulder loops and unit numbers (see front

tech
Technical fabric has evolved with

cover) have undergone a color change—shoulder
loops went from red to a rich shade of forest
green. Unit numbers are khaki and forest green.

4 Long sleeves on the shirt have inside Swiss
tabs and outside loops so they will stay neatly
in place when rolled up.

functional fabrics evolve, allowing us to

khaki shirts of 67% cotton and 33% polyester

improve upon and make significant changes
to the Boy Scout Uniform.

It’s all about comfort, ease of care, and

6 The Switchback™ Pants & Canvas Convertibles
are now in forest green in universal sizes with unfinished
hems for a custom-length fit. Available in two great fits:
Classic (traditional straight leg) and Relaxed (roomier
through the seat and thigh). Both have legs that zip off
above the knee.

because they’re made to last in durable 67%
cotton and 33% polyester. The high-count cotton

functionality. The shirts and pants are

canvas helps keep you cool and comfortable, the
polyester keeps you looking sharp, and the
stain-guard fabric finish repels dirt and helps
you stay dry in wet conditions.

Supplex® nylon or cotton-rich poplin and

with hook-and-loop closures; roll-up sleeves

and functional enough to keep up

generous back pleats and hem vents.

Cotton Rich Canvas

It’s comfortable, durable, easy-care,

a lot beefier in forest green cotton web. It has a threedimensional universal emblem on the steel gray metal
buckle and a sturdy, ratchet claw closure.

double-needle construction with comfortable

forest green pants will weather the outdoors

canvas. Bellows pockets keep things secure

5 The uniform belt got updated, too. It’s a bit wider and

offer the comfort of cotton with the wash, dry and
easy-care wear of polyester. Shirts have durable

lightweight and highly durable in microfiber

incredibly amazing properties.

Cotton Rich Poplin

stay in place with Swiss tabs. From the top

Supplex® Nylon
is an amazing cotton-soft, yet highly durable,
moisture-control fabric that wicks away moisture
in the hottest of conditions, dries quickly, and
offers 50+sun protection. Available in khaki
(shirts) and forest green (pants).

of the new forest green cap down to the

with today’s active Scouts.

moisture-wicking socks, you’ll be comfortable and proud to wear the new official
Centennial Boy Scouts of America® Uniform.

7 Uniform socks in various styles

with your comfort in mind. These
new high performance socks
feature arch support and moisturewicking capabilities.

For sizing details and more information, visit

Technology Defined
MoistureManagementAspeciallyengineered,

Water Repellency A topical fabric treatment

high-performance fabric in which the inner layer

that creates a special easy-care finish which

draws moisture away from the body to the outer

enhances the performance of the fabric, helping

layer where it quickly evaporates, keeping you

to prevent moisture absorption, reduce wrinkles

cooler in hot weather and warmer in cold.

and resist stains.

